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	Radiology of the Postoperative GI Tract, 9780387952000 (0387952004), Springer, 2002


	The focus of this book is on the normal postoperative appearance of

	the gastrointestinal tract and the abnormalities specific to various

	surgical techniques. The authors have generally avoided the topics of

	abscesses, leaks, and other fluid collections unless specific attention

	was warranted. The imaging of recurrent neoplasm was also not

	included unless rather unique imaging characteristics were involved.

	The problem of recurrent Crohn’s disease was, however, included

	because of the controversies regarding its clinical and radiographic features.

	Organ transplantation was not addressed because such procedures

	are performed and followed at only a few centers.





	Over the last two decades the number of routine upper and lower

	gastrointestinal examinations has markedly decreased. More and more,

	the focus of conventional barium studies has shifted to the examination

	of the postoperative patient. The last text dedicated to the postoperative

	appearance of the gastrointestinal tract was published more

	than 30 years ago, prior to the advent of computerized tomographic

	and magnetic resonance imaging. Although a few review articles and

	several chapters in major radiology textbooks have dealt with this

	subject, we felt there was a need for a more comprehensive approach.





	Our experience in teaching many residents has led us to realize that

	a knowledge of the surgical procedures themselves was at the heart of

	radiological comprehension, hence the emphasis on the basic principles

	of surgical technique in the chapters that follow. The line drawings

	that accompany the text were simplified to emphasize the

	anatomy and are not meant to be precise renditions of the actual

	surgical technique.
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CVD Diamond for Electronic Devices and SensorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Synthetic diamond is diamond produced by using chemical or physical processes. Like naturally occurring diamond it is composed of a three-dimensional carbon crystal. Due to its extreme physical properties, synthetic diamond is used in many industrial applications, such as drill bits and scratch-proof coatings, and has the potential to be used in...

		

Psychosocial Aspects of Pediatric OncologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This book is a comprehensive text on the all important psychosocial aspects of cancer in children. Edited by an experienced psycho oncologist and an equally experienced pediatric oncologist, the book brings together an international group of contributors composed of pediatric oncologists and psychologists/psycho oncologists. This unique...


		

Encyclopedia of the Scientific Revolution: From Copernicus to Newton (Garland Reference Library of the Humanities, Vol. 1800)Routledge, 2000
When Garland Publishing invited me several years ago to edit an encyclopedia of the Scientific Revolution, I welcomed the opportunity. Here was a means of providing a wider audience with the fruits of the most recent scholarly research on a fascinating complex of events that helped shape the modern world. The study of the origins of modern science...




	

Advanced Principles for Improving Database Design, Systems Modeling, and Software DevelopmentMedical Information Science Reference, 2008

	Recent years have witnessed giant leaps in the strength of database technologies, creating a new level of capability to develop advanced applications that add value at unprecedented levels in all areas of information management and utilization. Parallel to this evolution is a need in the academia and industry for authoritative references to...


		

RSA Security's Official Guide to CryptographyMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Learn how cryptography works--from the leading authority in e-security. Cryptography is one of the smartest ways to protect the information on your network and reduce the risk of security breaches and attacks from hackers. And because implementing cryptography is a complex process, you need the practical advice and proven techniques contained...


		

Understanding Criminal Investigation (Wiley Series in Psychology of Crime, Policing and Law)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
This comprehensive volume deciphers investigative process and practice, providing an authoritative insight into key debates and contemporary issues in crime investigations
	Provides critical examination of investigative practice by focusing on the key issues and debates underpinned by academic literature on crime investigation...
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